Press release

Further expansion in India. SHL to provide its telemedicine services in greater
Delhi.
Tel Aviv/Zurich, 15 August 2013 - SHL Telemedicine Ltd. (SIX Swiss Exchange: SHLTN), a
leading provider and developer of advanced personal telemedicine solutions, is pleased to
announce a further expansion of its telemedicine services in the Indian healthcare market, to
be offered also to the patients of Alchemist Hospital in greater Delhi. SHL is expecting to
generate USD 1 to 3 million over the course of three years from this collaboration.
The SHL telemedicine solution will be offered to patients of the Alchemist Hospital, as part of
their ongoing out of hospital patient care and to the medical professionals. SHL shall provide
the telemedicine service using its advanced telemedicine technologies, including the new
smartheart device.
“We are continuing to expand our presence in the Indian market and have signed another
collaboration with a leading hospital this time in the Delhi area. We expect more such
collaboration agreements with leading Indian hospitals to be signed in the coming months.”
stated Erez Alroy, Co-CEO of SHL.
About Alchemist Hospital
A multidisciplinary hospital in Delhi providing an integrated healthcare delivery system,
spanning from basic facilities in preventive health to sophisticated curative technologies. More
information available at: http://www.alchemisthospitals.com
About SHL Telemedicine
SHL Telemedicine Ltd. specializes in developing and marketing advanced personal telemedicine systems as well as providing comprehensive telemedicine solutions including medical call
centers to individuals and to the healthcare community. As a leading provider of remote health
services in cardiology and in other medical areas, SHL maintains business operations in
Europe, mainly in Germany, and at its home market in Israel. SHL is listed on the SIX Swiss
Exchange (SHLTN, ISIN: IL0010855885, Security No.: 1128957). More information available
at: www.shl-telemedicine.com.
For further information please contact:
 Erez Alroy, Co-CEO, Phone: +972 3561 22 12, ereza@shl-telemedicine.com
 Martin Meier-Pfister, IRF Communications, Phone: +41 43 244 81 40, shl@irfcom.ch
Some of the information contained in this press release contains forward-looking statements. Readers
are cautioned that any such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and
involve risks and uncertainties, and that actual results may differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements as a result of various factors. SHL Telemedicine undertakes no obligation to publicly
update or revise any forward-looking statements.
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